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VENTILATED HIKING
MARCH 2021

Take on a hot day on the trail with the Arrio ventilated
daypack collection. Featuring FreeSpan suspended open-air
mesh backpanel and breathable shoulder straps, the Arrio
packs match ventilation with functionality. Multiple quick
access pockets on all packs and intuitive SpeedClip hydration
attachment system make for a well-rounded pack that can take
on quick trail rendezvous and full-day adventures even when
the mercury rises. Stay cool and comfortable in the ventilated
Arrio daypacks.

VENTILATED BACKPANEL
SUSPENDED OPEN-AIR MESH BACKPANEL KEEPS YOU
COOL AND COMFORTABLE ON THE TRAIL

TRAIL READY ORGANIZATION
MULTIPLE QUICK ACCESS POCKETS WITH SECURE ZIPPER
CLOSURE TO KEEP YOUR KIT ORGANIZED AND WITHIN REACH

HYDRATION READY
INCLUDED SPEEDCLIP HYDRATION HANGER IS COMPATIBLE
WITH OUR PATENTED QUICKDRY 3D HYDRO RESERVOIR SYSTEM
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» FreeSpan suspended open-air mesh backpanel
keeps you cool and comfortable on the trail
» Perforated, breathable shoulder harness with
built-in hydration routing and sternum strap with
integrated safety whistle
» Internal hydration sleeve with SpeedClip
hydration hanger compatible with our quick-dry
3D Hydro Trek Reservoir (reservoir not included)
› Custom fitted raincover included

› Front bungee system with reflective webbing
loops (18, 22L)
› Top zippered quick access pocket
› Side zippered stash pocket for quick storage and
key clip attachment
› Side stretch mesh pocket
› Custom ComfortGrip molded zipper pulls

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP HD NYLON WITH
PFC-FREE DWR
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARDWARE BLUESIGN® APPROVED BUCKLES
LINING LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
SUSPENSION ALLOY PERIMETER FRAME
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Ventilated and superlight, the all new FreeSpan
suspension maximizes airflow and comfort through
a breathable and ultra-comfortable moisture wicking
mesh. The integrated shoulder strap design creates
a seamless fit and gives you that barely-there feel on
the trail.

›› FREESPAN BACKPANEL:
Customized open-air mesh and a tensioned alloy frame create a low-profile air gap
between you and the pack to keep your back cool and dry on the trail.
›› BREATHABLE SHOULDER HARNESS:
Perforated foam and moisture wicking airmesh with integrated harness design that
transitions smoothly off the backpanel to provide seamless support and comfort.
›› SEAMLESS CONSTRUCTION:
Gradient color application highlights the seamless backpanel construction that
encourages airflow and delivers all-day comfort.
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ARRIO 18
ONE SIZE 136973

Flame Black -7409
Empire Blue -7411
Brick Red -1129

Take on anything with the Arrio 18, from a quick trail
rendezvous to all-day adventures. The ventilated
suspension and breathable shoulder straps keep you
cool, and all your essentials are at your fingertips with
the streamlined organization.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

RAINCOVER
WEIGHT

18 L

630 g

41 g

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg • MAIN ACCESS top loading

ARRIO 24
ONE SIZE 136974

Stay cool and comfortable with the Arrio 22, with a
built-in hydration attachment and routing system plus a
ventilated backpanel. Multiple quick access pockets and
a streamlined silhouette keep all your essentials where
you need them so you can focus on the view.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

RAINCOVER
WEIGHT

22 L

671 g

50 g

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader

ARRIO 30
ONE SIZE 136975

Some backpacks just can’t wait to get out of the house:
to hike, to tour, to jog, to jaunt. The Arrio is itching for
adventure with the ventilated suspension, multiple
quick access pockets and a built-in hydration attachment system. Stay cool and comfortable with the Arrio
24 on your next adventure.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

RAINCOVER
WEIGHT

30 L

725 g

59 g

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS top loading
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ACTIVE TRAIL

The Miwok and Maya are fast-hiker favorites, only now more
comfortable on the trail and more versatile for everyday use.
We’ve reworked them with all-new adjustable suspension, a
sleek, wraparound body design, new features, and updated
fabrics. Always agile and ready for anything, the new Miwok
and Maya give you even better fit and balance in tricky terrain,
plus improved durability and utility for your daily adventures.

BIOSYNC SUSPENSION
BODY WRAPPING DESIGN AND FLEXIBLE
TENDON HARNESS LINKAGES THAT FLEX AND
ADAPT TO YOUR EVERY MOVEMENT

HYDRATION CAPABILTY
DEDICATED, ZIPPERED HYDRATION POCKET
WITH SPEEDCLIP ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

CUSTOM FIT
9 cm OF TORSO LENGTH ADJUSTMENT
FOR A CUSTOM FIT
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» Front zippered pocket with soft-touch, padded
liner to protect sunglasses and electronics
» Dedicated, zippered hydration pocket with
SpeedClip attachment system for compatibility
with Gregory’s 3D Hydro reservoir
» Sunglass QuickStow system on shoulder harness
for quick, secure and scratch-free access to your
shades without taking the pack off
› Front and side stretch mesh pockets for quick
access to water bottles and an extra layer
› Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls
› Molded webbing keepers for strap management
› Stowable trekking pole attachment system with
quick-hook clip (except of 10L-12L)
› Side compression to stabilize your load

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP HD NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED EVA FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT SUPPORTIVE DUAL DENSITY FOAM
FRAMESHEET WITH PERFORATED CLPE TOP LAYER
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We designed the Miwok and Maya backpacks for allterrain agility, and they’ve never been lacking in that
department. But in order to reap the full reward of their
design, you also need a perfect fit—and that’s hard to
achieve in a suspension as lightweight, breathable, and
flexible as BioSync. Variable positioning in the BioSync
shoulder harness—provided by a secure hook-and-loop
panel interface that allows for infinite fine-tuning along a
wide range of adjustment—helps achieve that perfect fit.
When combined with new BioSync body wrapping
design, flexible “tendon” harness linkages, and dynamic
harness and hipbelts that flex and adapt to your every
movement, the Miwok and Maya experience has been
taken to the next level.

›› ADJUSTABLE TORSO LENGTH:
9 CM of torso length adjustment with integrated BioSync harness featuring unique
Sunglass stow system.
›› BIOSYNC FLEXIBLE TENDONS:
Stretch mesh integrated into the harness attachment works with your bodies natural
movement to keep the pack balanced when you have tunnel vision on single-track.
›› BIOSYNC WRAP HIPBELT:
Stretch construction and a full surround belt create a stable, flexible platform for quick
hikes during magic hour. Dual zippered hipbelt pockets complete the package.
›› AIRWAVE BACKPANEL AND MOISTURE WICKING HARNESSES:
3D open-air backpanel reduces back contact and encourages airflow. Moisture
wicking aero-mesh on backpanel and harnesses transfer and evaporate sweat as your
body temperature rises.
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MIWOK 12
ONE SIZE 111479

Reflex Blue -0602
Flame Black -7409

Biosync flexibility and durable lightweight fabrics make
the sleek and minimal Miwok 12 the one to reach for
whether you’re headed out for a casual summer hike
or a long-distance trail run. Ideally suited for any highoutput activity on the trail, the Miwok 12 is compact
enough to stuff in your luggage as an active daypack
companion during your travels.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

12 L

703 g

MAX CARRY 6.8 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MIWOK 18
ONE SIZE 111480

Seeking a lightweight backpack for speed hiking or
summer peak bagging? The Miwok 18 brings flexible
Biosync suspension and just enough volume for
packable insulation and lunch. A stretch front pocket
adds room to this active backpack for an ultralight rain
shell for fast layer changes on the trail.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

18 L

803 g

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader

MIWOK 24
ONE SIZE 111481

Designed for active trail pursuits but capable of
much more, the Miwok 24 combines flexible Biosync
ventilated suspension with the volume and features
you want in a daypack, commuting pack, or all-around
lightweight backpack. Top to bottom Biosync fit provide
unhindered motion and low profile stability, in keeping
with the Miwok philosophy of agility and balance.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

24 L

839 g

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
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MAYA 10
ONE SIZE 111476

As small as it is, the Maya 10 sets a standard for active
women’s backpacks that few can meet. Offering
just-right capacity for lightweight loads, this 10-liter
hydration-compatible pack excels on any trail thanks to
its flexible BioSync suspension.

Meridian Teal -7410
Mercury Grey -0560

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

10 L

658 g

MAX CARRY 9.8 kg • MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

MAYA 16
ONE SIZE 111477

Flying across a 9,000-foot Colorado ridgeline in July, the
last thing you want to be thinking about is your backpack.
That’s why we made the Maya 16: to carry a rain shell,
lunch, first aid, water, and all the odd accessories you
bring on warp-speed hikes, and to hug your body like a
bear cub as you bounce from boulder to boulder.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

16 L

748 g

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS Panel Loader

MAYA 22
ONE SIZE 111478

Dodging momma moose on overgrown single-track
in DownEast Maine or dodging scooters on a narrow
cobblestone alley in Prague, the Maya 22 handles the
gear while you handle traffic of any kind. This low-profile
22-liter women’s backpack excels at active use, with
flexible BioSync suspension keeping you agile and free.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

22 L

798 g

MAX CARRY 11.3 kg • MAIN ACCESS Top Loader
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

NANO

Waistpack

14L

18L

20L

16L

MARCH 2021

RESIN

24L

26L

30L

Take on a full day of meetings, jet off on a plane, or navigate a new city
with a pack from our Everyday Adventure collection. Head out with a
Nano pack and breeze through your checklist with a pack that relies
on providing compact solutions to your everyday needs with simple,
stylish, and clever organization. Or feel good (and look good) with
our Resin, constructed entirely from recycled fabrics resulting in a
measurable reduction in the impact of each bag on the world. These
collections will quickly become your new everyday companion.
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The Nano collection is ideal for active everyday
use: exploring the local trails, an outdoor concert,
or a weekend getaway.

PACK

› Dedicated hydration zippered pocket with
routing - doubles as a secure tablet or small
laptop sleeve (18, 20)
› Front stretch mesh stuff pocket with secure buckle
closure (20)
› Twin side mesh water bottle pockets (16, 18, 20)
› Removable/stowable webbing hip belt
› Zippered stash pocket with organizer and/or key
clip
› Dual side compression with side release buckles
(18, 20)
› Reflective attachment loops to secure water
bottles and other trail accessories
› Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls

WAISTPACK

› Wide 3,8 cm strap with secure buckle closure for
cross body or around-the-waist carry
› Large zippered main compartment with internal
mesh divider pockets
› Front zippered compartment with secure key leash
› Airmesh padded backpanel with quilting detail
› Reflective webbing attachment loops
› Custom comfort-grip molded zipper pulls
› Top zippered pocket for quick access to phone or
other valuables
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Fennel Green -1333
Mirage Blue -4683
Burnished Orange -4844
Eclipse Black -7406
Black Woodland Camo -9183
MARCH 2021

BODY 210D HONEYCOMB CRYPTORIP NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D POLYESTER
WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR PERFORATED CLPE FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT SUPPORTIVE CLPE FOAM

WAISTPACK
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NANO 14

NANO 16

EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

NANO WAISTPACK
ONE SIZE 126861

Keep your phone, wallet, and shades organized in the
Nano Waistpack equipped with a variety of secure,
zippered pockets. The airmesh padded back and large
buckle strap will keep you comfy and secure during your
daily routine.
VOLUME: 3.5 L WEIGHT: 208 g

NANO 14
ONE SIZE 124896

Set off on a day of exploration with the simple,
lightweight Nano 14. A secure zippered pocket, padded
backpanel, and quick-access drawcord opening help
keep things simple. Drop into any Nano compatible
hiking pack for a deluxe trail system.
VOLUME: 14 L WEIGHT: 263 g

NANO 16
ONE SIZE 111497

The Nano 16’s top-loading design incorporates a quick
access zippered pocket for accessories, and its packable
nature makes it perfect for stuffing in your checked or
carry-on luggage.
VOLUME: 16 L WEIGHT: 408 g

NANO 18
ONE SIZE 111498

The Nano 18 is ready, whether your travels take you
around the neighborhood, to the top of your favorite
trail, or through the hills of Tuscan wine country.
VOLUME: 18 L WEIGHT: 454 g

NANO 20
ONE SIZE 111499

Its 20-liter capacity can handle a surprising amount of gear,
whether you’re just knocking around town, tackling trails,
or hitting every sight worth seeing on an overseas vacation.
VOLUME: 20 L

NANO 18

WEIGHT: 499 g

NANO 20
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EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

The Resin daypacks focus on what makes your routine easier
and how your choices as a consumer make an impact on the
world. With a build focused on weather protection, smart
organization and packing, the Resin is grounded in the use
of recycled materials, PVC-free coated fabrics, as well as the
conscience choices made in construction to reduce the impact
each bag has on the world.

IMPACT INFORMED
DESIGNED USING GREGORY’S PRODUCT LIFECYCLE TOOL
TO MAKE SMART DESIGN DECISIONS THAT RESULT IN A
REDUCED IMPACT ON THE WORLD.

RECYCLED MATERIALS
LINER, BACKPANEL AIRMESH, AND EXTERIOR FABRICS - THE
RESIN PACKS ARE CONSTRUCTED ENTIRELY FROM RECYCLED
FABRICS.

ROUTINE RELIABILITY
WEATHER-RESISTANT, PADDED FRONT PANEL AND A
DEDICATED PADDED LAPTOP SLEEVE MAKE DAILY USE
FRUSTRATION-FREE. THE STABILIZED FRONT HANDLE
GIVES A UNIQUE, CENTER-OF-GRAVITY CARRY,
FOR UNINHIBITED ACCESS.
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The first step to creating a better, more sustainable product
is to gain knowledge. Through a partnership with an industry
leading lifecycle assessment firm, we evaluated our current
product and developed custom software to help guide our
designs. This software helps us pinpoint where we can make
the most difference and reduce the overall impact. This lifecycle
assessment tool calculates all materials and energy used to
create, sew and ship the finished product. The design of the Resin
packs was driven by this tool resulting in lower impact material
choices and more refined construction techniques. The result is
a streamlined, functional pack with a 59%* reduction in carbon
footprint compared to conventional nylon pack. *RESIN 26L

REDUCED

58%

Carbon Footprint

Acidification

A measure of greenhouse gas
emissions, such as CO2 & methane

A measure of emissions that
causes negative acidifying effects
to soil, fish and forests

TOTAL IMPACT: 8.18 kg CO2

REDUCED

36%

TOTAL IMPACT: .04 kg SO2

* Reduction percentages are in comparison to the same product made from conventional (virgin) nylon
* Approximations are derived from the unweighted average of the three different styles of the resin daypack collection
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Water Pollution
REDUCED

41%

Otherwise known as Eutrophication.
Covers all potential impacts of
macronutrients such as nitrogen
& phosphorus, which can shift
species composition and elevate
biomass production
TOTAL IMPACT: 1.91 kg N

EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

NUMBERS THAT MAKE SENSE

59%

RESIN 24
REDUCED

59%
RESIN 26
REDUCED

59%
RESIN 30
REDUCED

57%

*Resin 26L

New Resin interior label with info about
the product’s carbon offset

REDUCED
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Smog Formation

Primary Energy Demand

Otherwise known as ozone
creation. A measure of emissions
of precursors that contribute to
ground level smog formation.

A measure of the total amount of
primary energy extracted from
the earth

TOTAL IMPACT: 52 kg O3

REDUCED

49%

TOTAL IMPACT: 162.2 net cal

Blue Water Consumption
REDUCED

39%

A measure of the net intake and
release of fresh water across the
life of the product system
TOTAL IMPACT: 12

gal

* Impact numbers shown represent impact potentials of the product’s full lifecycle (raw goods, manufacturing, packaging, distribution and disposal)
* Data Source: Independent third-party LCIA GaBi software results commissioned by Gregory and developed by Thinkstep (thinkstep.com)
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› Fully padded, weather-resistant front panel with a
quick-access zippered top pocket
› External accessed, padded laptop and tablet sleeve
(24L interior laptop sleeve)
› Large zippered main opening with a front-control
grab handle for easy loading
› Zippered interior mesh organizer pocket with
pen sleeves
› Side, durable fabric water bottle pocket
› Full-length side access zipper to the main
compartment (30L)
› Side access, full-length zippered pocket with key
clip and secure zipper catch (26L/30L)
› Tubular webbing haul handle and soft-molded
custom zipper pullers
› Padded airmesh shoulder straps with sternum strap

PACK BODY 100% RECYCLED 450D POLYESTER, 75%
RECYCLED 210D NYLON WITH PVC-FREE COATING
PACK BOTTOM 100% RECYCLED 450D POLYESTER
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
SUSPENSION 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER AIRMESH
& MULTI-DENSITY CLOSED CELL FOAM
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RESIN 24
MATERIAL 132712

Driven by the desire to do better, the Resin 24 combines
clever pack design with a sustainable approach. The
stabilized front handle gives a unique, center-of-gravity
carry, for uninhibited access to the main volume, and the
pack is built completely from recycled materials.

Acadia Blue -8883
Cascade Green -8884
Sienna Red -T430

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

24 L

721 g

47.6 X 27.9 X 19.1 cm

Obsidian Black -0413

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
LAPTOP 15.6” • TABLET 9.7”

RESIN 26
MATERIAL 132713

Designed with a packs lifecycle in-mind, the Resin
26 provides weather-resistant, padded protection in
combination with easy to access pockets. Built entirely
from recycled materials, and measured for its impact on
the world the Resin 26 motivates you to do better through
your daily routine.

VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

26 L

803 g

47.6 x 27.9 x 22.9 cm

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
LAPTOP 15.6” • TABLET 9.7”

RESIN 30
MATERIAL 132714

The large top and side access of the Resin 30, along with
an external zippered laptop pocket provide numerous
packing options. The Resin 30 is constructed entirely
from recycled materials with a PVC-free coated,
padded panel for weather-resistance and protection.
The measured impact this pack has on the world serves
as a reminder to reduce your’s while you wade through
your daily routine.
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

30 L

821 g

49.5 x 29.2 x 25.4 cm

MAX CARRY 9.1 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
LAPTOP 15.6” • TABLET 9.7”
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Our focus when designing adventure travel
products is to provide solutions that make
the road less traveled feel more accessible.
Stretch all you can out of your travels with a
dedicated ActiveShield compartment for dirty
clothes and gear, and keep your gear protected
in transit with the 3-in-1 cover found on the
Tetrad & Tribute. For the organized traveler,
The Juxt is the ultimate travel pack with the
included removable electronics caddy and
clever pocketing. But what is most important
to us is that you’re there – experiencing the
adventure and that you have the gear you can
trust.
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DIGITAL TRAVELER
Juxt

28L

34L

TRAVEL PACKS
Men’s Tetrad

40L

60L

Women’s Tribute

40L

55L
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

The ultimate companion for the digital traveler, the Juxt packs
are designed with a removable electronics pouch allowing you
to make a seamless transition from traveling to exploring. The
quick-release electronics caddy securely stores your computer, tablet, and accessories to keep your in-flight essentials all
in one place. Built around a breathable, trail-rated suspension,
with weather-resistant materials, the Juxt is designed to take
the modern adventure traveler off the beaten path.

TRAVEL-MINDED ORG.
INCLUDED, REMOVABLE ELECTRONICS CADDY FOR YOUR
LAPTOP, TABLET, & ACCESSORIES THAT SECURELY CONNECTS
WITH GREGORY’S SPEEDCLIP ATTACHMENT SYSTEM THAT
CAN BE SWAPPED OUT FOR A 3D HYDRO RESERVOIR.

ALL DAY COMFORT
DESIGNED TO BE AT HOME ON-AND-OFF THE BEATEN PATH,
WITH A TRAIL INSPIRED SUSPENSION THAT UTILIZES A
PERIMETER FRAME AND COMFORT CRADLE HIPBELT FOR
ALL DAY COMFORT.

GEAR PROTECTION
WEATHER-RESISTANT, PADDED FRONT PANEL WITH SECURE
ZIPPERED CATCH ON QUICK ACCESS TOP POCKET.
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› Removable, fully padded electronics caddy with
SpeedClip attachment system
› Electronics caddy features padded laptop and
tablet sleeve with soft-touch fabric and internal
mesh zippered pocket with pen organizer
› Perimeter frame suspension with breathable
airmesh backpanel
› 3D suspended lumbar pad with tuck-away
webbing hipbelt on the 28L and zippered pockets
on the 34L
› Padded airmesh shoulder harnesses with removable
sternum strap and Hypalon attachment loop
› Full-surround zippered compartment for
electronics caddy with mesh organizer sleeves,
pen organization and zippered mesh pocket
› Large U-Zip access to the main compartment
with interior zippered mesh security pocket
› Padded, weather resistant front panel with quick
access zippered pocket with padded soft-touch
sleeve and passive zipper lock
› Compression straps with custom anodized
aluminum hooks and durable Hypalon loops
› Durable fabric side water bottle pocket
› Side accessed zippered pocket with battery
sleeve and cord routing for on-the-go charging
› Front reflective screen print for added visibility
› Tubular webbing haul handles and custom
comfort-grip molded zipper pullers
› Reinforced bottom panel with dual-layer construction

BODY PVC-FREE COATED 210D HIGH DENSITY 66 NYLON,
420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
BASE PVC-FREE COATED 210D HIGH DENSITY 66 NYLON
LINING 40% POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED 135D
POLYESTER WITH PFC-FREE DWR
HARNESS/HIPBELT/LUMBAR LIFESPAN EVA FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME
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TRAIL-RATED COMFORT FOR THE
MODERN ADVENTURER.
Driven by the innovation found on our award-winning
trail packs, the Juxt features a 3D comfort cradle lumbar
and hipbelt support in a modern, stylish package.
Breathable airmesh and configurable hipbelts provide
trail-rated comfort in a clean travel-ready aesthetic.

›› PERIMETER FRAME
The internal, lightweight alloy frame keeps weight supported and close to
your back, in addition to providing a solid platform to suspend the included
electronics caddy for added protection.
›› 3D COMFORT CRADLE LUMBAR AND HIPBELT
Hot-spot free, wrapping hipbelt support with zippered pockets on the 34L and a
minimalist, tuck-away hipbelt on the 28L

.
›› HYBRID BACKPANEL
A hybrid backpanel combining a suspended lumbar with a breathable backpanel
for superior, long-lasting comfort.
›› BREATHABLE SHOULDER HARNESS
3D mesh shoulder harnesses with removable sternum strap buckle and Hypalon
attachment loop for accessories.
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EXPLORE
A large main compartment for full-day missions
with a hybrid suspension and 3D comfort
lumbar for all-day comfort.
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WORK
A separate compartment with all the organization
you need and more to stay efficient so you can
spend more time doing the fun stuff.

TRAVEL
Quick-release electronics caddy lets you keep
the essentials close while your pack spends the
flight in the overhead compartment.

ADVENTURE TRAVEL

JUXT 28
MATERIAL 132710

Planes, boats, donkey’s, the Juxt 28 is ready to be your
companion no matter the mode of transportation. A
weather-resistant, PVC-free coated fabric front panel
keeps gear protected, and the removable electronics
caddy combine to complement the organized
adventurer. With a perimeter frame, and 3D comfort
cradle lumbar, the Juxt 28 is born of the trail, but styled
to be at home in the Grand Central Terminal.

volume

weight

dimensions

28 L

1.56 kg

52.5 x 34 x 23.5 cm

Spark Navy -8885
Obsidian Black -0413

MAX CARRY 13.6 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
• ELECTRONIC CARRY 15” + tablet

JUXT 34
MATERIAL 132711

Let your travels take you from connected to disconnected
with the Juxt 34. The included, removable electronics
caddy protects laptops and tablets and conveniently
clicks in and out of its dedicated compartment using the
SpeedClip attachment. Cruise through the airport, then
swap out your gear and get outside for the ultimate in
adventure-ready comfort.

volume

weight

dimensions

34 L

1.66 g

52.5 x 34 x 28 cm

MAX CARRY 15.9 kg • MAIN ACCESS panel loader
• ELECTRONIC CARRY 15” + tablet
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

The Tetrad and Tribute take adventure travel to the next level,
adding features and support to let you carry more gear even
further off the beaten track. These packs offer all the benefits
of travel luggage—and more—along with the carry comfort of
an adjustable, internal-frame suspension.

REMOVABLE DAYPACK
MAKE TRAVELING A BREEZE WITH THE ZIP-OFF, FULL-SIZE
DAY PACK INTEGRATES CLEANLY INTOTHE LARGER PACK AND
HAS A TABLET AND LAPTOP SLEEVE.

3-IN-1 TRAVEL COVER
PACKABLE, SEAM- SEALED TRAVEL COVER PROVIDES
PROTECTION AGAINST ROUGH HANDLING DURING CHECKIN, WET WEATHER AND UNWANTED ACCESS ON-THE-GO.

ACTIVESHIELD COMPARTMENT
VAPOR, DIRT AND ODOR RESISTANT ACTIVESHIELD
COMPARTMENT SEPARATES DIRTY FROM CLEAN AND
EXPANDS UP TO 30% OF PACK CAPACITY.
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3-IN-1 TRAVEL COVER »
TRAVEL, RAIN AND SECURITY

» ActiveShield compartment for vapor, dirt and odor resitant
protection
» Included 3 -in-1 check-in, rain and anti-theft cover
» Zip-off daypack included (Included on Tetrad 60 & Tribute
55)
› Fully adjustable torso length with wishbone frame
suspension and die-cut shoulder harnesses
› Perforated breathable backpanel with wrapping hipbelt
› Full-surround gear guard foam padding on exterior of the pack
› Flip guard compression panels to protect main zippered opening
› Lockable main zippered opening
› Top zippered pocket for storage of 3-in-1 cover doubles as
quick access pocket
› Internal zippered quick-access security pocket
› Zippered internal mesh organization pocket
› Padded handles on three sides
› Reflective front loops for attaching additional items
› Comfort grip zipper pulls
› Integrated safety whistle on sternum strap
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

“CARRIES GEAR WITH THE CONFIDENCE

OF A MOUNTAIN GOAT”
»

LIGHTWEIGHT ALLOY INTERNAL FRAME
WITH ADJUSTABLE TORSO
The ultimate convertible travel packs, all of the Tetrad
and Tribute packs feature a lightweight perimeter
alloy frame and HDPE framesheet to properly channel
weight to the hipbelt. Adjustable torso length in all
models provides a custom fit regardless of pack size.

»

REMOVABLE MODULAR DAYPACK
Neatly integrated into the main pack, the fully featured,
compact daypack quickly transitions from layovers
and bus rides to a day full of waterfall hikes in Costa
Rica. A truly capable pack with durable front mesh
stuff pocket, padded laptop and tablet sleeve, and dual
water bottle pockets; the zip-off daypack completes
the ultimate traveler’s toolkit.
(Included on Tetrad 60 & Tribute 55)
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Ferrous Orange -6397
Pixel Black -5466

TETRAD 40
ONE SIZE 121118

An included 3-in-1 travel cover and the ActiveShield
compartment make the Tetrad 40 the one stop jet-setting
pack. Easily accessable laptop storage makes killing time
during layovers convienient, and the adjustable suspension
will provide that comfort you need for the final leg from the
train station to the hostel.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

40 L

1.38 kg

171 g

55.9 x 30.5 x 29.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 15.9 kg • MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 13”

TETRAD 60
ONE SIZE 121119

Leave your duffel—and your aching shoulders—at home.
The Tetrad 60 carries a week’s worth of gear through the
cobbled streets of old Avignon with the confidence of a
mountain goat, and its 3-in-1 travel cover, ActiveShield
compartment, and deployable daypack add adventure
readiness for your weekend escape to Chamonix.
SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

60 L

1.95 kg

213 g

66 x 30.5 x 39.4 cm

DAYPACK:
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

20 L

522 g

49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 20.4 kg • MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 15.6”
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ADVENTURE TRAVEL

Bordeaux Red -1126

TRIBUTE 40

Mystic Grey -1585

ONE SIZE 121121

You’ll wonder how you ever lived without the travel-ready
features and organization of the Tribute 40. Adjustable,
women’s-specific internal frame suspension carries this
carry-on-friendly pack comfortably over any terrain.

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

40 L

1.38 kg

159 g

55.9 x 30.5 x 29.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 15.9 kg • MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 13”

BODY 210D HIGH DENSITY NYLON &
420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
BASE 420D HIGH DENSITY NYLON
LINING 135D HIGH DENSITY 40%
RECYCLED POLYESTER WITH WATER
AND DIRT RESISTANT COATED NYLON
ACTIVESHIELD
HARNESS/HIPBELTLUMBAR
PERFORATED DUAL DENSITY CLPE &
OPEN CELL FOAM
CHASSIS SUPPORT ALLOY STEEL FRAME,
ANTI-BARRELING CROSS STAY

TRIBUTE 55
ONE SIZE 121122

Your room with a view over Motovun, Croatia is a mile up
the hill, followed by four flights of creaky stairs. Luckily, the
Tribute 55 hikes as well as it hauls, and gives you a zip-off
daypack for day hiking and biking around town. Zivjeli!

SPECS: (ONE SIZE)
VOLUME

WEIGHT

3-IN-1
COVER

DIMENSIONS

55 L

1.80 kg

204 g

61 x 30.5 x 39.4 cm

DAYPACK:
VOLUME

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

18 L

476 g

49.5 x 27.9 x 15.2 cm

• MAX CARRY 20.4 kg • MAIN ACCESS u-zip
• LAPTOP 14”
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ACTIONS
NOT WORDS
OUR APPROACH
At Gregory, we realize sustainability is a journey, not a
destination. And it turns out this journey is not so different
than our product development process. With innovation, risk
taking and forward thinking, we are continually improving
our products and reducing our carbon footprint.

3 PILLARS OF FOCUS:
1. INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
2. CARBON ACTION
3. THRIVING SUPPLY CHAIN

SUSTAINABILITY
1. INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

2. CARBON ACTION

3. THRIVING SUPPLY CHAIN

Explore new materials and production
methods and find the right balance
of performance, durability, style and
sustainability. Be mindful and clever with our
approach to new product solutions.

Reduce the carbon footprint of our operations
by using energy more efficiently and looking
for more ways to reduce our emissions.
Targeted action where we can make a
meaningful impact.

Continue to make sure we look after the
people and communities where we work
and encouraging good practice and positive
impacts beyond our direct business.

PRODUCT LIFECYCLE <>
MATERIALS INNOVATION

[ ]R
 ECYCLED PET WATER BOTTLE PACK
LINER
We custom developed a 40% post-consumer
recycled PET polyester pack liner material to
replace our virgin nylon pack liner material
in 99% of our products. This has diverted
1,632,960 plastic bottles per year from
landfills.
[ ] REACH COMPLIANCE
100% of our products now meet the
European-focused REACH regulatory
standards. REACH compliance requires
rigorous chemicals testing for each and
every product and is designed to eliminate
hazardous chemicals. It is the strictest law to
date regulating chemical substances.
[ ] PRODUCT CARBON FOOTPRINT
What started out as an internal skunk project
resulted in building our new F’20 Resin
Daypack collection from nearly 100% recycled
materials, which reduces the overall carbon
footprint of the products by an average of
62% relative to our conventional virgin nylon
construction.
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INCREASING EFFICIENCY <>
REDUCING EMISSIONS

[ ] SHIPPING REDUCTIONS
Overhauled our shipping carton sizes and built
new box shapes for key collections, resulting in
a 21% improvement in shipping efficiency and
a substantial reduction in freight related carbon
footprint.
[ ] FACILITY BASELINE
We completed a comprehensive carbon
footprint
analysis of Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions for
all our facilities (direct and indirect emissions
created by our office spaces and owned
facilities) to understand our facility footprint
and hold ourselves accountable to continuous
improvements. Company-wide we saw a
3 percent decrease in our 2018 global GHG
footprint when compared to 2017.
[ ] OUR HOME
We built our primary design headquarters in an
amazing neighborhood in Holladay, Utah, just
south of Salt Lake City directly at the base of
the world class Wasatch Mountain playground.
We chose a mixed living area that reduces
commute times, provides great walkability to
local restaurants and shopes, and space to store
our bikes and skis in the office. We installed
100% LED lighting, showers, cold filtered water
taps, and all the standard recycling efforts you’d
expect to see and we have more planned for the
future as our office grows and expands.

RESPECTING HUMAN RIGHTS <>
RESPONSIBLE SOURCING

[ ] REDUCED PACKAGING FOOTPRINT
1) Our new S’20 3D Hydro Gen II hydration
reservoir and accessories are now constructed
from 100% recycled craft paper. 2) Custom
developed a biodegradable polyethylene air
bag in place of a cardboard tube in our Deva &
Baltoro packaging, preventing 7,850 pounds of
cardboard from entering a landfill each year.
[ ] BLUESIGN HARDWARE
95% of all hardware and buckles have been
converted to Bluesign approved parts. This
means all our plastic buckles and hardware are
all Bluesign sourced.
[ ] GREGORY LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Same incredible lifetime guarantee we’ve had
since 1996 is still in place today and helps
extend the lifespan of products to the max.
The connection our customer build with our
products is also something we value and
respect, so we want to keep them on the trail
together as long as possible.
[ ] PRODUCT IMPACT
Just like packs, our mentality is if it doesn’t
exist, build it yourself. We partnered with
an industry leading Lifecycle Analysis firm
in Germany to build a customized Lifecycle
Analysis tool specifically designed to measure
the true impact of the packs we build.

THE RESIN PROJECT
WHERE WE’RE HEADED:
NUMBERS THAT MAKE SENSE

59%

We remain committed to doing our part to keep
our outdoor playgrounds and wildlands healthy for
generations to come. By building low-impact, human
powered products that have a long lifespan, we are
always working toward new, clever ways to reduce our
overall footprint. We intend to do more than our fair
share by considering the whole journey – from how
our products are designed and built to how long they
stay on the trail, we play our part in taking better care
of the planet. Our goal is to ensure that our people,
partners and communities engage in and benefit from
our progress.

Carbon Footprint
REDUCED

58%

A measure of greenhouse gas emissions,
such as CO2 and methane
TOTAL IMPACT: 8.18 kg CO2

RESIN 24
REDUCED

59%
RESIN 26
REDUCED

59%
RESIN 30
REDUCED

57%
*Resin 26L

Smog Formation
REDUCED

42%

Otherwise known as ozone creation.
A measure of emissions of precursors that
contribute to ground level smog formation.
TOTAL IMPACT: 52 kg O3

Acidification
REDUCED

36%

A measure of emissions that causes negative
acidifying effects to soil, fish and forests
TOTAL IMPACT: .04 kg SO2

Primary Energy Demand
REDUCED

49%

Water Pollution (Eutrophication)
REDUCED

41%

Covers all potential impacts of macronutrients such
as nitrogen and phosphorus, which can shift species
composition and elevate biomass production
TOTAL IMPACT: 1.91 kg N

A measure of the total amount of primary energy
extracted from the earth
TOTAL IMPACT: 162.2 net cal

Blue Water Consumption
REDUCED

39%

A measure of the net intake and release of fresh
water across the life of the product system
TOTAL IMPACT: 12

gal

* Reduction percentages are in comparison to the same product made from
conventional (virgin) nylon

* Impact numbers shown represent impact potentials of the product’s full
lifecycle (raw goods, manufacturing, packaging, distribution and disposal)

* Approximations are derived from the unweighted average of the three different
styles of the resin daypack collection

* Data Source: Independent third-party LCIA GaBi software results
commissioned by Gregory and developed by Thinkstep
(thinkstep.com)

ECO-TRANSPARENCY
LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
Our new F’20 Resin daypack collection is a great example of what’s possible when we find the
right balance of science and creativity. We’ve been looking for a way to measure the true impact
of our products to help us measure and prioritize how
to reduce the overall impact of the products we build.
In 2019 we are finally able to achieve this goal in partnership with a world-renowned
sustainability firm out of Germany called Thinkstep. They helped us develop a clever tool we like
to call our carbon compass, because it allows our design team to see where the biggest offenders
reside by measuring the environmental impacts across all stages of our product’s life, from raw
material creation through manufacturing, distribution and end-of-life.
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TRADE MARKETING MATERIALS
STANDARD MATERIALS
Shadow Black -0614

STUFFER BAG – 67977

FIT JIG – 65542

ADVERTISING MATERIALS
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WEIGHT BAG 2,3 kg – 67975

B-CHAIR - 3035483

We’ve been helping you get outside for almost 40 years, by building
uncompromised product that gets you and your gear to wherever you’re going.
We believe the outdoor experience is enhanced when you have incredibly
comfortable, intelligently designed, premium quality equipment you can trust
without question.
We are relentless about this simple, but also very challenging product creation
philosophy, because we know that getting out—whether to scale a mountain
peak or pedal across town—is paramount to our quality of life. We feel like
anything and everything we love to do is simply better when we do it outside.
So above all else, we do not compromise on the time we spend under open skies
with our compadres in life, and the products we build are a direct result of this
philosophy.

GREGORY LIFE TIME GUARANTEE
Over the past 40 years, Gregory packs have earned an unmatched reputation
for quality and reliability. We know that the quality of your experience depends
on the reliability of your gear. That’s why we don’t build packs to last a season
or two-we build them to provide you with a lifetime of high-performance and
enjoyment.
THE GREGORY LIMITED LIFE TIME GUARANTEE
We build Gregory gear to last a lifetime and that’s how long we stand behind
it. We guarantee you that this product will be free from defects in materials or
workmanship, for as long as you own it.
This warranty does not cover damage due to unreasonable use or improper care.
(Sorry, no free repairs if you have been using your pack as a feed bag for bears or
cleaning it with white gas).
For terms & conditions please consult: eu.gregorypacks.com

GREGORY EUROPE
Samsonite Europe N.V.
Westerring 17
B - 9700 Oudenaarde
+32 5533 3211 (Office)
info.europe@gregorypacks.com
www.eu.gregorypacks.com
All specifications are subject to change.
©2020 Samsonite IP Holdings S.àr.l. All Rights Reserved. Printed in Belgium 06/2020.
The GREGORY logo is a Registered trademark of Samsonite IP Holdings S.àr.l.
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